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Oxford Reading Tree Stage 14 Treetops Graphic Novels Marco Polo And The Roc Ort Treetops Graphic Novels
In Never Wash your Hair Mum thought Tom had nits. Tom knew different - but he never guessed that a day later he'd be on the run, trying to save an amazing new species... TreeTops Fiction contains engaging novels from top authors and illustrators with the variety children need to develop a love of reading!
Treetops Playscripts are adaptations of popular stories from the Treetops series. All scripts are designed for classroom reading as well as staged performance, and can be performed by groups of as few as six actors. Ideal for use within the Literacy Hour. All the Playscripts are available either as single copies or in packs of six copies.
Maximising the exciting text type of the graphic novel as the format, these historically-themed fictional stories can be used for both independent and group reading. The accompanying Teaching Notes, with cross-curricular links to QCA topics, support the teaching of comprehension and language skills, helping to raise literacy standards for all your pupils.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: Treetops Non-Fiction: How to Shock Your Parents
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops Classics: The Jungle Book
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14 Pack A: TreeTops Fiction: Teaching Notes
Trapped!
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops Fiction: Teaching Notes

Treetops is the Oxford Reading Tree series of fiction with built-in progression for pupils aged seven to 11. Specially written for children who need the support of carefully monitored language levels, this story, entitled Climbing in the Dark, seeks to be accessible,
motivating and humorous. The series is organized into Oxford Reading Tree stages (from stage ten to stage 14), with each stage introducing more complex narrative forms, including: flashbacks and changes in viewpoint; descriptive writing; extended reading vocabulary; and
more pages, more text, and fewer illustrations. Each stage is supported by the Teacher's Guide, which offers guidance on using Treetops to assess children's reading ability, and includes a variety of activities, many on photocopiable sheets.
Pinocchio; Warroirs of Honour; the Well at the World's End; Animal Tails; Around the World in 80 Days; the Red Badge of Courage, Level 14-15
A further 24 Treetops titles in Oxford Reading Tree's series of fiction with built-in progression for pupils aged 7 to 11. Specially written for children who need the support of carefully monitored language levels, the stories are accessible, motivating, and humorous. The
series is organizedinto Oxford Reading Tree stages (from Stage 10 to Stage 15), with each stage introducing more complex narrative forms, including flashbacks and changes in viewpoint; descriptive writing; extended reading vocabulary; and more pages, more text, and fewer
illustrations. Each stage is supported by the Teacher's Guide, which offers guidance on using Treetops within the framework of the National Literacy Strategy and includes activities on photocopiable sheets.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops Playscripts: Climbing in the Dark (Pack of 6 copies)
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops New Look Stories: The Night of the Ticklers
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops New Look Stories: Petey
Oxford Reading Level 14 Spelling Bea
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 3: Floppy's Phonics: Sounds and Letters:
This book is part of the TreeTops Non-Fiction series which are full of fascinating facts and have been produced with stunning artwork and photography in a lively and modern design sure to attract all young readers. This book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6 different books or a class pack of 36 books of the same Oxford Reading Tree stage. Each book pack comes with a free copy of up-to-date and invaluable
teaching notes.
Entitled An Odd Job for Bob and Benny, this text is part of the Treetops series of fiction with built-in progression for pupils aged seven to 11. Specially written for children who need the support of carefully monitored language levels, the stories are accessible, motivating, and humorous. The series is organized into Oxford Reading Tree stages (from stage ten to stage 14), with each stage introducing more complex narrative
forms, including flashbacks and changes in viewpoint; descriptive writing; extended reading vocabulary; and more pages, more text, and fewer illustrations. Each stage is supported by the teacher's guide, which offers guidance on using Treetops to assess children's reading ability, and includes a variety of activities (comprehension, writing for a range of audiences and in different forms, discussion and role play) many on
photocopiable sheets.
These children's classics have been sensitively adapted to enrich your junior pupils' reading. They are part of a structured reading programme for juniors from Oxford Reading Tree, Stages 9-16. They have masses of boy and girl appeal and will introduce your readers to significant authors from the past - a key part of the Literacy Strategy. Each book features two author biographies - one for the original author and one for
the TreeTops author. In addition each book includes comprehension questions and teaching notes to help draw out and practice difficult comprehension strategies such as inference, empathy and deduction. There are also notes to help with historical and social context and any challenging vocabulary, ensuring the books are easily accessible. This book is also available as part of a mixed pack of 6 different books or a class
pack of 36 books of the same ORT stage. Each book pack comes with a free copy of up-to-date and invaluable teaching notes.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops More Stories A: The Booming Boots of Joey Jones
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops More Stories A: Air Raid!
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops Classics: The Canterville Ghost
Treetops Graphic Novels
Pinocchio; Warroirs of Honour; the Well at the World's End; Animal Tails; Around the World in 80 Days; the Red Badge of Courage, Level 14-15
Treetops is the Oxford Reading Tree series of fiction with built-in progression for pupils aged seven to 11. Specially written for children who need the support of carefully monitored language levels, this story, entitled The Night of the Ticklers, seeks to be accessible, motivating and humorous. The series is
organized into Oxford Reading Tree stages (from stage ten to stage 14), with each stage introducing more complex narrative forms, including: flashbacks and changes in viewpoint; descriptive writing; extended reading vocabulary; and more pages, more text, and fewer illustrations. Each stage is supported by the
Teacher's Guide, which offers guidance on using Treetops to assess children's reading ability, and includes a variety of activities, many on photocopiable sheets.
TreeTops True Stories are exciting, motivating non-fiction books which will broaden your pupils' reading experience. They are part of a structured reading programme for juniors. The famous story of Howard Carter's discovery of the find of the century, the tomb of King Tutankhamun. This is always a fascinating
encounter for any young reader, and they will be able to identify with the young waterboy who first alerts the team to the discovery. This book will support any project work on the Egyptians, and contains realistic artwork as well as supporting photos and captions. This book is also available as part of a mixed pack
of 6 different books or a class pack of 36 books of the same Oxford Reading Tree stage. Each book pack comes with a free copy of invaluable teaching notes.
Stage 3 Floppy's Phonics Sounds and Letters Books show all the sounds and graphemes from Phase 3 of Letters and Sounds in the context of Oxford Reading Tree scenes, packed with activities for practice and consolidation.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: Treetops Non-Fiction: Write Now!
Oxford Reading Tree
Oxford Reading Tree: Stages 13-14: TreeTops True Stories: Tomb Raiders
The Boss Dog of Blossom Street
The Night of the Ticklers

Novels from top authors with the variety children need to develop a love of reading! TreeTops Fiction offers a wide range of engaging stories enabling children to explore and develop their own reading tastes and interests. The books are finely levelled, making it easy to match every child to the right book. This pack contains 6 different books.
In Danny's Secret Fox a young fox visits the factory late at night. Dad takes a photo of it and Danny cannot forget its magical fiery eyes. When the factory closes down can Danny help the fox? TreeTops Fiction contains engaging novels from top authors and illustrators with the variety children need to develop a love of reading!
TreeTops Greatest Stories offers children some of the worlds best-loved tales in a collection of timeless classics. Top children's authors and talented illustrators work together to bring to life our literary heritage for a new generation, engaging and delighting children.The books are carefully levelled, making it easy to match every child to the right book.Each book contains inside cover notes to help
children explore the content, supporting their reading development. Teaching notes on Oxford Owl offer cross-curricular links and activities to support guided reading, writing, speaking and listening.This pack contains six books, one of each of the following titles: The Well at the World's End, Pinocchio, Warriors of Honour, Animal Tails, Around the World in 80 Days and The Red Badge of Courage.
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops More Stories A: Sing for Your Supper
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops New Look Stories: Climbing in the Dark
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: Treetops Non-Fiction: Maps, Measurements and Meanings
Oxford Reading Tree TreeTops Fiction: Level 14 More Pack A: Never Wash your Hair
Stage 14: Treetops Non-Fiction: Pack (6 Books, 1 of Each Title)

Treetops Playscripts are adaptations of popular stories from the Treetops series. All scripts are designed for classroom reading as well as staged performance, and can be performed by groups of as few as six actors. Part of a structured reading programme for juniors, these playscripts are available in packs of six copies. There are two plays available at every stage from Stage 10-14.
Treetops is the Oxford Reading Tree series of fiction with built-in progression for pupils aged seven to 11. Specially written for children who need the support of carefully monitored language levels, this story, entitled Grace the Pirate, seeks to be accessible, motivating and humorous. The series is organized into Oxford Reading Tree stages (from stage ten to stage 14), with each stage introducing more complex narrative forms,
including: flashbacks and changes in viewpoint; descriptive writing; extended reading vocabulary; and more pages, more text, and fewer illustrations. Each stage is supported by the Teacher's Guide, which offers guidance on using Treetops to assess children's reading ability, and includes a variety of activities, many on photocopiable sheets.
Provides an extension to the Oxford Reading Tree TreeTops range. This work provides a tour of youth culture and styles of fashion and music since Henry VIII. It gives an historical perspective of letters with hints and tips for writing different styles of letters, including text messages and email. It also explores the use of numbers on maps.
Oxford Reading Tree TreeTops Chucklers: Level 14: Absolutely Awful Adults
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: Treetops Non-Fiction: Animals and Us
Oxford Reading Tree TreeTops Fiction: Level 14: Grace the Pirate
Climbing in the Dark
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: Treetops Non-Fiction: The Power of Nature
This book is part of TreeTops Fiction, a structured reading programme providing juniors with stories they will love to read. Offering chapter books with full-colour illustrations, written by well-known authors, these stories are full of humour and have real boy appeal. They are tightly levelled allowing children to read books appropriate to their ability. This book is also available as part of a
mixed pack of 6 different books or a class pack of 36 books of the same Oxford Reading Tree stage. Each book pack comes with a free copy of up-to-date and invaluable teaching notes.
Meet Grace Barry in Grace the Pirate. Grace is a wild young girl; she is captured by pirates and marooned on a desert island. But nothing can stop Grace for long... TreeTops Fiction contains engaging novels from top authors and illustrators with the variety children need to develop a love of reading!
Novels from top authors and illustrators with the variety children need to develop a love of reading! TreeTops Fiction contains a wide range of quality stories enabling children to explore and develop their own reading tastes and interests. It contains stories from a variety of genres including humour, sci-fi, adventure, mystery and historical fiction. These exciting stories are ideal for introducing
children to a wide selection of authors and illustrators. There is huge variety to ensure every reader finds books they will enjoy and can read. Books contain inside cover notes to support children in their reading. Help with children's reading development also available at a href=http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/"www.oxfordowl.co.uk/a. The books are finely levelled, making it easy to match every
child to the right book. This pack contains 36 books, six of each of: The Squink, Bigboots the Spider, The Boss Dog of Blossom Street, Oh, Otto!, The Cowboy Next Door, Walrus Joins In."
Grace the Pirate
Oxford Reading Tree TreeTops Fiction: Level 14: Danny's Secret Fox
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops More Stories A: Trapped!
An Odd Job for Bob and Benny
Novels from top authors and illustrators with the variety children need to develop a love of reading! TreeTops Fiction contains a wide range of quality stories enabling children to explore and develop their own reading tastes and interests. It contains stories from a variety of genres including humour, sci-fi, adventure, mystery and historical fiction. These exciting stories are ideal for introducing children to a wide selection of authors
and illustrators. There is huge variety to ensure every reader finds books they will enjoy and can read. Books contain inside cover notes to support children in their reading. Help with children's reading development also available at a href=http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/"www.oxfordowl.co.uk/a. The books are finely levelled, making it easy to match every child to the right book. This pack contains 6 books, one of each of: Air Raid!,
Trapped!, Never Wash your Hair, The Booming Boots of Joey Jones, The Terrible Power of House Rabbit, Sing for your Supper."
Includes covers, a TreeTops logo, parental notes on inside back cover, and teaching materials. Most of these titles were originally packed as Stage 16G. My Guinea Pig is Innocent (which has moved to Stage 15 More Stories A) has been replaced with Rat Squad from Stage 15E.
Petey is a story about the future, where house robots are designed to do everything their human masters tell them. But one day, Sophie and Sam's robot develops a mind of his own... TreeTops Fiction contains engaging novels from top authors and illustrators with the variety children need to develop a love of reading!
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops Classics: White Fang
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops Playscripts: Petey
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 14: TreeTops New Look Stories: Okay Spanner, You Win
Oxford Reading Tree TreeTops Fiction: Level 14: Petey
Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 16: Treetops Fiction

Read these hilarious stories and let Mr Peacock, Mr McMeanie and Mr Splatter persuade you that some adults are absolutely awful and should not be allowed within a trillion miles of delightful children like you! Chucklers is a collection of books that make reading a
pleasure. The series is edited by award-winning author Jeremy Strong.
Updated in line with the Renewed Primary Literacy Framework, these TreeTops Fiction teaching notes provide full support for both independent and group/guided reading, activities to reinforce comprehension strategies, links to curriculum subjects, and correlation to QCA's
assessment focuses. Maximising your teaching time, these notes will help to raise the literacy standards of all your pupils.
Oxford Reading Tree Treetops Reflect
Oxford Reading Tree Treetops Fiction: Level 14: Pack of 6
The Booming Boots of Joey Jones
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